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residents to get things done as one of the owners tried to force the other to buy
them out, for a pittance, the owner of the village units could not do anything so
the Association had to eventually take it to VCAT to force an outcome. The
Village residents spent $165K on legal and consulting fees over the years to get
the matter resolved there was no guarantee of getting the money back … it did
but is shouldn’t have had to be put in that position it cause serious health issues
to residents and Committee members over those years due to the stress of the
legal mess hey were left to deal with. The outcome has meant the building is
being used, has been redeveloped and does not cause the loss of quiet
enjoyment of the village residents because the redevelopment was planned and
restrictions on construction imposed thanks to our Village team.
Redevelopment
The village originated around 38 years ago. It was on land that was on the one
building envelope. There was a nursing facility and a retirement village and they
were separate in operation. A group of residents in the form of a Committee that
ran the day to day functions of the facility. It was responsible for the
Maintenance levy and common ground around the village.
The owner of the time was also the developer of the site adjacent to the village.
The plans shown to the village residents was a two storey facility. Once it started
to be built it ended up four. The issues this resented to the residents included:
Increase in the levy: cost for the nursing home were being paid for by the village
as they didn’t separate the water metre. The village was maintaining the roads or
the whole village supporting the nursing home. Increase in noise traffic from the
extra ten bed facility and the bed facility included visitors and emergency
vehicles. Lights shining into unit at night, trucks impeding on gardened and
continual tidying u of the mess left and the loss of quiet enjoyment of my life in
the village. Redevelopment went ahead, I now live within the outcome of a badly
developed situation. I lose sleep, constantly woken up of a night and the early
hours of the morning. It is not safe to walk about the village because of the
traffic. The developer got away with it all because they were the owners and
developer they didn’t honour the lease and didn’t fully inform the Committee of
their true intentions. An ombudsman would have helped us negotiate, the
developer would not have got away with the lies and using our roads as theirs
amongst other things.
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